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Kolkata is gap its doors to new age developers with modern-day constructions and innovative
architectural concepts. Known as the City of Joy is looking up to the real estate sector. As habitue in
the town is conscious of the various lifestyle choices and are becoming their demands met by
builders.

Kolkata has the now changed itself to be the hub of various of huge business groups. The town
conjointly counts among the colourful city of joy. It's one of the most demanding location for
pursuing higher education and seeking higher and better jobs. Kolkata is packed with life city and
confined with outrival surroundings. It's the perfect state for each career orienteer. After you come
back to the Kolkata by leaving your hometown, the primary of all you would like a honest rental
property in Kolkata.

Weather the students, Career orienteers or Job seekers everyone, from other cities, is first looking
an appropriate rental accommodation to live tranquil life. Though, they provide varied
accommodation amenities to an outsized variety of scholars however still they are unsuccessful in
satisfying the requirements of each student.

With property developers like Unitech, Diamond Group, Ideal Group and ,DLF Group launching their
residential property in Kolkata, home patrons have quite some choices to select from. The new
developments are happening in areas like Jessore Road, New Alipure, EM Bypass, Rajarhat New
Town and Tollygunge. The property in Kolkata has acted as â€œdriversâ€• and have result in appreciation
in property values within the town. Kolkata Property costs have increased by 5-15% reckoning on
specific locations. Premium category properties are increasing at Lake city, Loudon Street, Jodhpur
Park, EM Bypass, Mayfair Road, Dumdum, Ballygunj, Rajarhat-Town etc.

Major issue affecting the real estate in Kolkata is that the growth of the software business in and
around Rajarhat and Salt Lake in Eastern Region Kolkata, resulting in rise of capital values in it.
Rajarhat, has residences and plots within the premium phase witnessed marginal appreciation and
therefore the rental value of residences within the category too grew. In several regions of Kolkata
the capital values of residences within the reasonable division did not amendment a lot, several the
exceptions were Ballygunge Circular Road and Loudon Street in Central Kolkata where the capital
values appreciated by around 12 percent.

In Rajarhat, the capital values of apartments within the premium phase appreciated in selected
localities in Ballygunge Place and Ballygunj Circular Road in Central Kolkata, Anwar Shah Road,
EM Bypass, Jadavpur, Alipore and Jodhpur Park in South Kolkata and Dumdum and Lake Town
within the North. Kolkata real estate market is expanding and an excellent variety of latest
commercial and residential properties are being launched enhanced demand of house within the
reasonable and premium costs bracket has fuelled town developers to launch new residential
properties across the town.

As Kolkata followed by Delhi NCR footsteps sees new property developments along the metro route
areas like Bansdroni Road located at ten kms from city centre close to surya sen metro station is
witnessing new residential property in Kolkata. New residential homes are attracting patrons and
investors from close and far place because the current capital values are within the reasonable
worth vary. Also, it's expected that the costs can appreciate once completion and that they can
become premium as stated.
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PropTiger is an independent real estate advisor with a pan-India presence. We aspire to be your
first port of call if you want to buy a a property in Kolkata.
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